
 
Note: due to our contracts, the client related to this case study must be anonymous. However, if you 

have any questions inspired by this document, please contact bill@greenlaneseo.com. 

The Situation: 
A billion-dollar global information and publishing company noticed a heavy decline in their natural 

search traffic for a specific piece of their business. Greenlane Search Marketing, LLC was 

engaged to identify the problem and provide solutions to fix. 

 

Identification of Issues: 
We recognized an incredibly high amount of index bloat – that is, duplicate content being indexed, 

and a less than effective crawl rate for a site with thousands of key landing pages. Google makes 

400+ changes a year; in this case a couple non-disclosed algorithm update pushed thousands of 

pages into the supplemental index where they fell out of contention. 

The Fix: 
A drop this substantial typically signifies either a technical (crawlability) issue or a penalty. After 

internal interviews, we determined this drop was not a penalty; instead it was an issue with crawlers 

finally giving up on spending their bandwidth and not discovering new pages. The field had become 

overrun with weeds (so to speak) due to an older, non-SEO friendly CMS platform. 
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Greenlane Search Marketing, LLC performed a detailed crawl of the site to locate over 80 duplicate 

pages for each key landing page – some of which Google indexed, while others were approprietly 

filtered out.  Google gave it a good try, but clearly needed assistance. 

We produced a technical audit with detailed recommendations to pull the most overgrown weeds. 

Additionally, we worked with the client’s IT team to create blocks and consolidations through 

redirects. Since this was high profile within the company, they implemented our steps quickly.  

Within the first day of making the changes live, Google took notice, with crawl budget quickly rising 

thereafter.  Google was not only enjoying a better use of PageRank for ranking, but discovered more 

unique buried content as well. 

About Us: 

http://www.greenlaneseo.com 
Our collective team has consulted with small to enterprise business since 1997. From IT startups, to 

international services, to instantly recognizable fashion brands, for both B2C and B2B, Greenlane 

has a wide portfolio of clients.  

We were officially born in 2005 as a consulting company, but now operate as an agency hiring the 

best and brightest SEO and digital marketing experts.  Located outside of Philadelphia, Greenlane 

Search Marketing, LLC is known in the industry by our experience and SEO thought-leadership 

(writing for trades like Moz, Search Engine Land, and more).  Greenlane Search Marketing, LLC has 

been featured in Mashable, CIO.com, and digital marketing magazines like eConsultancy and 

Business 2 Community. 

Learn more about us, our differentiators, values, and philosophies at 

http://www.greenlaneseo.com/services/are-we-the-right-fit/  

 

Would you like to learn more?  Contact us: 

Bill Sebald, Managing Partner 

bill@greenlaneseo.com 

(610) 973-7119 
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